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T0 all whom it may concern:

or closes, and is very difficult to clean. I there

Beit known that I, EDMUND OVERMAN DAY, fore prefer to use tubes made of comparatively
of London, Englahd, surgeon, have invented hardindia-rubber,which is not easily collapsed,
a new and useful Improved Feeding-Bottle for and therefore retains its circular form in all

Infants and Invalids, (for which I have obtained positions in which the bottles may be used.
a patent in Great Britain, No. 4,413, hearing I also prefer that the interior of the tube should
date October 28, 1880,) of which the following be rendered very smooth and impervious to
is a speci?cation.
10

-

the chemical action of the milk or other food 60

The ordinary feeding-bottle as constructed by coating or glazing it with a suitable var
for infants’ use is a frequent cause of illness nish or preparation which will adhere perma~
to children and a constant source of anxiety
and trouble to mothers and nurses. The trou

nently to the india-rubber.

'

1 provide for the admission of air to the bot

ble arises chie?y from the di?iculty of keeping tle as follows-that is to say: On one side of 65
the bottle and its ?ttings sufficiently clean at the bottle a, j ust below the neck, I form a cavity

20

all times to prevent the turning sour of the
milk or other contents of the said bottle. The
parts most difh‘cult to cleanse and keep clean
are the neck and stopper and the ?exible tube.
By my invention 1 have sought to obviate
the above inconveniences and to furnish a
feeding-bottle which can be cleansed and kept

or depression, at the bottom of which there is

a small hole, 0, through the glass, by which
construction and arrangement, if the bottle
should be turned the wrong side upward, the

tendency is to prevent the escape of the con
tents of the bottle.
The ?exible feeding-tube 0, formed, as here
clean with comparatively little trouble, and inbefore described, in one piece with the stop
which willtherefore afford facility for keeping per h, is provided at its outer end with a nip 75
the food in a sweet and wholesome condition. ple, of rubber 'or suitable material, having a
My invention is illustrated in the accompa central space or reservoir and a series of small
nying drawings, in which Figure 1 is an exte holes, through which the milk or other liquid
rior top view of my improved feeding-bottle may be drawn from the reservoir. By form
provided with its stopper; and Fig. 2 is a lon ing the stopper in one piece with the ?exible
gitudinal section on the line on m, Fig. 1.
feeding-tube which carries the nipple, in the
Like letters indicate the same parts in both manner set forth and shown, a perfect and
?gures.
.
permanent union‘ between the stopper and
a is the bottle, which is formed of glass or tube is effected, rendering it impossible to ac
other suitable material. I) is the stopper. '0 cidentally separate them, except by breakage, 85
is the ?exible tube, attached to the glass tube avoiding the possibility of leakage,and render

'
ing it unnecessary to depend upon the employ
According to my invention 1 form the stop ment of extraneous attaching devices, such as
perofindia-rubber, orother like material which a projection or stein on the stopper, over which
will not be corroded by the action of the milk the end of the tube is sprung.
9O
or other food, and I so ?t this stopper in the
What I claim isneck of the bottle as to leave no projections
As an improved article of manufacture, the
or spaces for the lodgment of particles of milk herein-described stopper for feeding-bottles,
or other food. Moreover, I form the ?exible formed in a single piece with the ?exible feed
tube 0 in one piece with the stopper 1), or se ing-tube c, to the outer end of which the nip 95
cure the'said tube immovably in the said stop ple is attached, as and for the purpose de
45 per, and thus avoid the aperture through the scribed.
same, which in the ordinary feeding-bottles
In witness whereof I have hereunto signed
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d in the usual manner.

affords a surface for the retention of sour and

my name in the presence of two subscribing

unwholesome food, and which is very dif?cult

witnesses.

to clean.

The ?exible tubes ordinarily heretofore used
for such bottles have been formed of very soft

or pliant india-rubber, which easily collapses

.

‘

ED. OVERMAN DAY.

Witnesses:

LEWIS SANDERsoN,
W. (Ross.

